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Abstract— Low-complexity uncompressed video transmission meets the
requirements of home networking and quality/delay-sensitive medical
applications. Hence it attracted research-attention in recent years. The
redundancy inherent in the uncompressed video signals may be exploited
by joint source-channel decoding for improving the attainable error
resilience. Hence in this treatise we study the applicationof iterative
joint source-channel decoding aided uncompressed video transmission,
where correlation inherent in the video signals is modelledby a first-
order Markov process. Firstly, we propose a spatio-temporal joint source-
channel decoding system using a recursive systematic convolutional codec,
where both the horizontal and the vertical intra-frame correlations as well
as the inter-frame correlations are exploited by the receiver, hence relying
on three-dimensional (3D) information exchange. This scheme may be
combined with arbitrary channel codecs. Then we analyze thethree-
stage decoder’s convergence behavior using 3D EXIT charts.Finally,
we benchmark the attainable system performance against a couple of
video communication systems, including our previously proposed 2D
error concealment scheme, where only intra-frame correlations were
exploited without invoking a channel codec. Our simulationresults show
that substantial Eb/N0 improvements are attainable by the proposed
technique.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Shannon’s source- and channel-coding separation theorem [1]
states that reliable transmission may be accomplished by separate
source coding using lossless entropy codes and channel coding
under the idealized assumption of Gaussian channels and potentially
infinite encoding/decoding delay and complexity. However,there are
restrictions on the source encoder in many practical applications,
where the transmitters fail to remove all the redundancy residing
in the source signals. Hence, joint source-channel coding (JSCC) [2]
was proposed for jointly exploiting the source’s correlation and the
channel decoder’s error correction capability for error concealment.
Fingscheidt and Vary proposed Softbit source decoding (SBSD) [3]
for error concealment of speech signals by modelling the speech
source signals using a first-order Markov process. Görtz [4], [5],
Adrat and Vary [6], [7] developed the iterative source channel
decoding (ISCD) philosophy, where turbo-like iterative decoding
was performed by exchanging extrinsic information betweenthe
source encoder and decoder. A novel double low-density parity-check
(DLDPC) [8] code was proposed for JSCC, which was decoded
using the standard belief propagation (BP). In the DLDPC code,
two traditional concatenated low-density parity-check (LDPC) [9]
codes were employed as the source LDPC and channel LDPC
processing blocks, respectively. At the receiver, the source LDPC and
channel LDPC schemes performed joint decoding by exchanging their
extrinsic information. The authors of [10] presented a novel system
that invokes jointly optimized iterative source and channel decoding
for enhancing the error resilience of the adaptive multirate wideband
(AMR-WB) speech codec. The resultant AMR-WB-coded speech
signal was protected by a recursive systematic convolutional (RSC)
code and transmitted using a non-coherently detected multiple-input-
multiple-output (MIMO) differential space-time spreading (DSTS)
scheme. The same principles are also applicable to video signals.
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Similar to the context of audio signals discussed above, a number
of investigations have been conducted by applying the JSCC principle
for improving the achievable video/image quality in visualmultime-
dia delivery. A review of JSCC aided scalable image streaming was
conducted in [11]. In [12], a joint source decoder and maximum a-
posterioriprobability (MAP) channel decoder was applied for decod-
ing the motion vectors of H.264 [13] coded video streams. Kliewer,
Görtz and Mertins [14], [15] modelled images using a Markov
Random Field (MRF) for the sake of exploiting the correlation among
adjacent pixels. In [16], Raptor codes were utilized for both the
Slepian-Wolf (SW) [17] coding and the channel coding component
for the sake of transmitting distributed video coded [18] streams over
networks inflicting packet loss events. This philosophy leads to a
cross-layer design, where video compression and error protection are
performed jointly. In practical finite-delay, finite-complexity video
systems, different source bits tend to inflict different perceptual video-
quality degradations, hence the more vulnerable bits are protected by
stronger channel codecs [19]. A JSCC scheme conceived for 3Dvideo
coding was proposed in [20], where different source and channel
coding rates were considered, in order to find the optimum config-
uration for a WiMAX based communication channel. In [21], the
authors applied JSCC to a Slepian-Wolf codec, which exploited both
the channel statistics and the correlation between video frames. The
authors of [22] imposed artificial redundancy on the H.264-encoded
bitstream, which was then further encoded by a recursive systematic
convolutional (RSC) codec. At the receiver, the source decoder which
exploited the artificially imposed redundancy performed iterative
decoding by exchanging extrinsic information with the RSC decoder.
In order to increase the efficiency of wireless video sensor networks
(WVSN), a joint source/channel coding rate control strategy was
proposed in [23], where the channel codec’s rate adaptationoperated
in unison with the network’s resource allocation, which additionally
also relied on source-rate optimization. The unified treatment of
the topic of near-capacity multimedia communication systems using
iterative detection aided JSCC employing sophisticated transmission
techniques was studied in [24].

The traditional lossy video coding methods of the MPEG and the
ITU-T H.26x codecs have been researched for decades [25]. However,
they may be inappropriate for some applications. Firstly, they impose
a high encoder complexity by the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
transform, motion compensation, etc which may become excessive
in video sensor networks, mobile camera phones and wirelessper-
sonal area networks (WPAN) [26], [27], for example. Secondly, the
processing time generates an intrinsic latency, which may violate
the delay budget of delay-sensitive applications, such as interactive
gaming [28]. Thirdly, some video quality degradation is inevitable
and remains unrecoverable at the receiver, which may be unacceptable
in high quality medical applications [29], [30]. Last but not the least,
compressed video streaming is limited to devices, where matching
encoding/decoding techniques are employed. A transcodec converting
between compressed video formats is required, when a devicehas
to relay the received video stream to another device employing
a different compression technique, which may increase boththe
cost and complexity. On the other hand, the emerging 60 GHz
wireless personal area networks (WPAN) within the IEEE 802.15.3c
standard family [31], [32] were designed for short-range (<10 m)
transmission of very-high-speed (>2 Gb/s) multimedia information
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to both computer terminals and to consumer appliances centered
around an individual person’s workspace, such as offices, residential
rooms, etc. The WirelessHD specification [33], [34], which is another
WPAN standard, increases the maximum data rate to 28 Gb/s. Hence
it is capable of supporting the transmission of either compressed
or uncompressed digital high definition (HD) multimedia signals.
Using the 60-GHz band as detailed by the WirelessHD specification,
SiBEAM’s chipset was designed for supporting uncompressedHD
video transmission [28]. Hence uncompressed video transmission
may be used both for home networking [26] and for other high-
quality applications, such as lossless medical video communications
[35], [36].

In recent years, a number of investigations have been conducted
in uncompressed video transmissions. Singhet al. [26], [37], [38]
developed a system, where both an unequal error protection (UEP)
and automatic repeat request (ARQ) protocols were conceived for
achieving an improved video quality. The authors of [39] investigated
the specific technical challenges imposed by mm-wave systems
supporting reliable video streaming using multi-beam transmissions.
A flexible UEP method was proposed for the uncompressed video
context in [40], which offers an improved visual quality andresource
efficiency over both conventional UEP and equal error protection
(EEP). An error correction scheme was conceived in [41] for
mitigating the bit error effects imposed on the video, wherethe
spatial redundancy present in the uncompressed HD video signal was
exploited.

Since in uncompressed video transmission substantial spatio-
temporal correlation is exhibited, it is beneficial to exploit this
redundancy at the receiver, either for the sake of achievingan
improved video quality or for reducing the transmission power. On
the other hand, most of the state-of-art JSCC techniques were not
conceived for uncompressed video communications. To name afew,
the solutions proposed in [6], [7] were conceived for one-dimensional
audio signals, where artificially generated correlated one-dimensional
signals - rather than true 2D video signals were employed for
performance evaluation. In [24], artificial redundancy wasimposed by
a so-called short block code for the sake of approaching the capacity
of the system in the scenario of H.264-compressed video streaming.
Motivated by the congenial principle of iterative JSCC, in [42] we
proposed the so-called Iterative Horizontal-Vertical Scanline Model
(IHVSM) using a bit-based iterative error concealment technique,
where the intra-frame redundancy was exploited. More specifically,
we proposed an iterative Error Concealment (EC) technique for low-
complexity uplink video communications, where the correlation of
the video signal is exploited by a first-order Markov processaided
decoder. Firstly, we derived reduced-complexity rules forour first-
order Markov modelling aided source decoder. Then we proposed a
bit-based two-dimensional iterative EC algorithm, where ahorizontal
and a vertical source decoder were employed for exchanging their
soft extrinsic information using the turbo-like iterativedecoding
philosophy. This scheme may be combined with low-complexity
video codecs, provided that some residual redundancy resides in
the video signals and the video decoders are capable of estimating
the softbit information of the video pixels. We applied our pro-
posed two-dimensional iterative EC in two design examples,namely
in both distributed video coding [18] and in uncompressed video
transmission scenarios. By contrast, in this treatise, we propose the
novel concept of first-order Markov process aided Three-Dimensional
Iterative Source-Channel decoding using a Recursive Systematic
Convolutional (M3DISC-RSC) codec, where both the horizontal and
vertical intra-frame correlations as well as the inter-frame correlations
are exploited by the receiver. To elaborate a little further, we have
three source-channel decoder-pairs, which perform iterative decoding
by exchanging extrinsic information for the sake of improved video
quality. Furthermore, novel three-dimensional EXIT charts [43]–[45]

will be employed for analyzing the convergence behavior of the
system. Note that our proposed system may be utilized in scenarios
that when the receiver can afford the associated computational
complexity. Furthermore, only modest changes have to be imposed
on the wireless transmitter for the sake of applying our proposed
techniques.

Against this background, our novel contributions are:
1. We conceive the novel M3DISC-RSC system, which exchanges

extrinsic information both among the rows and columns of video
frames, as well as between the consecutive frames.

2. A single systematic channel codec is combined with three in-
dependent source decoders, effectively forming three source-channel
decoder pairs for three-stage decoding, where the systematic RSC
codec generates gradually improved extrinsic information, leading to
a near-unimpaired video quality.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we briefly review
the decoding technique of first-order Markov processes. In Section
III, we detail the design of the proposed scheme by employinga RSC
channel codec. Then we analyze its convergence behavior by using
three-dimensional EXIT charts in Section IV. The simulation results
characterizing our system are provided in Section IV-D. Finally, our
conclusions are offered in Section V.

II. M ARKOV MODELLED V IDEO SCANLINE BASED SOFTBIT

SOURCEDECODING

Thea-posterioriprobability determination technique conceived for
first-order Markov processes was detailed in [7], [42]. In this section,
we will briefly detail the technique of first-order Markov process
decoding. Firstly the representation and decoding of the first-order
Markov source-process trellis is presented in Section II-A. Then,
the technique of incorporating the proposed decoding algorithm into
our turbo-like iterative decoder is detailed in Section II-B. Let us
commence by stipulating the following assumptions:

• xi: an m-bit pattern of pixels scanned from the origi-
nal video pixels at time instanti, which is expressed as
{xi(0), · · · , xi(m− 1)} = xi

(

m−1
0

)

;
• m: the number of bits in eachm-bit patternxi of pixels;
• Xm = {0, 1, · · · , 2m − 1}: the set of all possible values in an

m-bit patternxi;
• xt

0 = x0, · · · , xt: the bit patterns of the1st frame of the original
video consisting of(t+1)m-bit patterns during the time interval
spanning from0 to t;

• yt
0 = y0, · · · , yt: potentially error-infested bit pattern of the1st

frame;

A. BCJR Decoding of First-Order Markov Chain

0

1

xi−2 xi−1 xi+1xi xi+2

p(xi|xi−1) p(xi+1|xi)p(xi−1|xi−2) p(xi+2|xi+1)

2m-1

αi(xi) χi(xi) βi(xi)

Fig. 1. Trellis of first-order Markov process for BCJR decoding, where
p (xi+1|xi) is the Markov transition probability.

The corresponding trellis of the first-order Markov processis
displayed in Fig. 1, where them-bit patternxi indicates the trellis
state at time instanti and the probabilityp (xi+1|xi) indicates the
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transition from statexi to statexi+1. For the sake of decoding the
trellis, let us initially follow the process of the classic BCJR [46]
based determination rule of themaximum a-posteriori probability.
At the receiver, thea-posteriori probability of the m-bit pattern
xi, xi ∈ Xm conditioned on the specific received frame ofm-bit
patternsy0, . . . , yt may be expressed as

p
(

xi|y
t
0

)

=
p
(

xi ∧ yt
0

)

p (yt
0)

, (1)

where the joint probabilityp
(

xi ∧ yt
0

)

of the m-bit patternxi and
of the received frameyt

0 may be further formulated as [42]

p
(

xi ∧ yt
0

)

= βi (xi) · χi (xi) · αi (xi) . (2)

In Eq. (2), the componentsα, β, χ may be readily derived as in [42].
In Eq. (2), the symbol-based channel informationχi (xi) = p (yi|xi)
may be calculated from the bit-based channel information as

χi (xi) = Cχi
· exp

m−1
∑

k=0

xi(k)

2
· L [yi(k)|xi(k)], (3)

whereCχi
is the normalization factor, which solely depends onyi.

Furthermore, similar to the forward recursion calculationof the BCJR
algorithm, the componentαi (xi) in Eq. (2) may be formulated as

αi (xi) =
∑

xi−1∈Xm

χi−1 (xi−1) · p (xi|xi−1) · αi−1 (xi−1) .

Similarly, the backward recursion calculation of the component
βi (xi) in Eq. (2) is given by:

βi (xi) =
∑

xi+1∈Xm

βi+1 (xi+1) · χi+1 (xi+1) · p (xi+1|xi).

The determination of the bit-baseda-posteriori LLRs from the
symbol-baseda-posterioriprobabilityp

(

xi|y
t
0

)

was presented in [7].
Similarly, the bit-baseda-posteriori LLR L

[

xi (k) |y
t
0

]

may be
formulated as

L
[

xi (k) |y
t
0

]

= ln

∑

xi(k)=0
xi∈Xm

βi (xi) · χi (xi) · αi (xi)

∑

xi(k)=1

xi∈Xm

βi (xi) · χi (xi) · αi (xi)
. (4)

B. Extrinsic Information Exchange for Iterative Decoding

A limitation of the formulas provided in Section II-A is thatthey
cannot be directly used for iterative decoding, since they cannot
exploit the a-priori LLR information L [xi(k)], which was gener-
ated from theextrinsic information gleaned from the other decoder
involved in the turbo-like iterative decoding process [47]. The rules
of iterative source and channel decoding were derived by Vary and
his team in [6], [7]. To make use of thea-priori LLR information
L [xi(k)], the combined bit-based log-likelihood information may be
utilized as [7]

γi (xi) = exp

m−1
∑

k=0

x̄i(k)

2
· {L [xi(k)] + L [yi(k)|xi(k)]} , (5)

where the symbol-basedm-bit information γ is the combination of
the bit-based log-likelihooda-priori informationL [xi(k)] and of the
channel informationL [yi(k)|xi(k)]. We note in this context that
γ of Eq. (5) contains more valuable information than the channel
informationχ. By replacingχ with γ in Eq. (5) we have the following
formula:

L
[

xi (k) |y
t
0

]

= ln

∑

xi∈Xm

xi(k)=0

βi (xi) · γi (xi) · αi (xi)

∑

xi∈Xm

xi(k)=1

βi (xi) · γi (xi) · αi (xi)
. (6)

Similar to the BCJR decoding technique of classic turbo codes [48],
the bit-baseda-posterioriLLR L

[

xi (k) |y
t
0

]

may be split into three
components, namely thea-priori informationL [xi(k)], the channel
informationL [yi(k)|xi(k)] and the extrinsic informationLe [xi(k)].
Specifically, the extrinsic informationLe [xi(k)] may be formulated
as

Le [xi(k)] = ln

∑

xi∈Xm

xi(k)=0

βi (xi) · γ
[ext]
i [xi(k)] · αi (xi)

∑

xi∈Xm

xi(k)=1

βi (xi) · γ
[ext]
i [xi(k)] · αi (xi)

, (7)

where the extrinsic information componentγ[ext]
i [xi(k)] may be

expressed as

γ
[ext]
i [xi(k)] = exp

m−1
∑

l=0,l 6=k

x̄i(l)
2

· {L [xi(l)] + L [yi(l)|xi(l)]} .

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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Fig. 2. System architecture of the M3DISC-RSC, whereR represents
reordering of the video pixels, whileπ represents the bit-interleaver.

A one-dimensional iterative system model was proposed and
analyzed in [3], [5]–[7] in the context of audio signals. In [42],
we conceived a system for iterative error concealment in two-
dimensional video frames, which exploited the intra-framecorrelation
of practical video signals. In this section, we will detail our system
model designed for ISCD exploiting the 3D correlation inherent in
uncompressed video streaming. The system model of 3D iterative
ISCD is displayed in Fig. 2, whereR represents reordering of the
video pixels, whileπ denotes the bit-interleaver. Assuming that our
algorithm performs soft decoding on a(8× 8)-pixel macroblock, all
the soft pixels are ordered into 8 horizontal soft Markov processes,
each of which will be input into a horizontal scanline model decoder.
Then these 8 horizontal soft Markov processes will be reordered into
8 vertical soft Markov processes, each of which consists of 8soft
pixels and will be input into a vertical scanline model decoder. Note
that the dimension of the video is the only parameter of the reordering
process, hence given this parameter, the receiver can readily carry out
the reordering. More details of the reordering are providedin [42].
The subscripts “s,” “p” denote the systematic and parity bits of a
coded symbol, respectively. For instance, a systematic convolutional
coded (RSC) symbolvi consists of the systematic componentus,i

and the parity componentup,i. The subscripts “a,” “e” represent
the a-priori extrinsic information, respectively, whereas “J,” “M,”
and “O” indicate their relevance to the inner, middle and outer
decoders, respectively. Furthermore, the superscripts “h,” “v,” “r,” and
“i” indicate that the information is related to the horizontal scanline
model decoder, vertical scanline model decoder, the RSC andthe
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inter-frame model decoder, respectively. We will further detail the
system model below.

A. Transmitter

Since we consider uncompressed video communication in this
treatise, we do not employ any video encoder at the transmitter.
Hence, the uncompressed video pixels are simply converted to bits
by the pixel-to-bit mapper shown in Fig. 2. Then the uncompressed
bits are encoded by a RSC code. Specifically, at time instanti,
the transmitter has to convey a video pixelsi, which is mapped
into the bit patternxi. This pixel-to-bit mapper may include the
classic quantization operation [25]. Let us now assume thatthe m-
bit patternxi is expressed as{xi(0), · · · , xi(m− 1)} = xi

(

m−1
0

)

as well as thatN consecutive and hence highly correlatedm-bit
patterns, such asx0, · · · , xN−1 may be treated as a frame. Consider
the first 2D video frame for example, which is mapped to a bit
sequencex′

0

(

m−1
0

)

, · · · , x′
N−1

(

m−1
0

)

by a bit-based interleaver of
length N · m. Then the interleaved bit sequence is encoded by a
channel codec, where a RSC is employed in our case. After thisstage,
the RSC coded bitstream consisting of the systematic bit sequence
us,i and the parity bit sequenceup,i, will be interleaved by another
interleaver before transmission over the channel. Then thesignals are
transmitted to the receiver through a Rayleigh channel using BPSK
modulation. Note that the transmitter scans and transmits each video
frame on a block by block basis, and similarly the receiver will
reconstruct each video frame on a block basis.

B. Receiver

At the receiver, the softbit source decoding [3] principle is em-
ployed for mitigating the effects of the error-infested bitsequence
v0

(

m−1
0

)

, · · · , vN−1

(

m−1
0

)

, which is deinterleaved from the re-
ceived bit sequencev′0

(

m−1
0

)

, · · · , v′N−1

(

m−1
0

)

. Two decoding
stages are involved in the softbit source channel decoding process,
namely the M3DISC-RSC and the related pixel estimation. Firstly the
received signalv′s,i will be deinterleaved at the receiver to generate
the bit sequencevs,i andvp,i, wherevs,i indicates the systematic part
of the deinterleaved bit sequence, whilevp,i indicates the parity part.
Then the systematic informationvs,i will be further deinterleaved by
interleaverπ1

1, hence the error-infested version of signalxi namely
ys,i can be obtained, as seen in Fig. 2.

At the first decoding stage of Fig. 2 four decoders are employed,
namely the RSC channel decoder as well as the three source decoders,
the Horizontal Scanline Model Decoder (HSMD) operating in the
horizontal direction, the Vertical Scanline Model Decoder(VSMD)
proceeding in the vertical direction and the Inter-frame Scanline
Model Decoder (ISMD). However, each of the source decoders is
paired with the RSC thereby forming three decoder pairs, namely
the RSC-HSMD, the RSC-VSMD and the RSC-ISMD decoder pairs
as seen in Fig. 2. The reason for this design is that the three source
decoders jointly improve the attainable video peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) owing to the improved bit error ratio (BER), while
this was not possible in the previously proposed iterative EC system
using the Iterative Horizontal-Vertical Scanline Model (IHVSM) of
[42]. Hence the RSC codec is employed for providing increasingly
improved extrinsic information from one source decoder to another
for reducing the BER and hence improving the PSNR. Furthermore,
we choose the RSC codec as the channel decoder, since the systematic
information bits namelyvs,i of Fig. 2 may be readily exploited by
the source decoders. However, arbitrary channel codecs mayalso
be employed. In our system, the three decoder pairs of Fig. 2 are
treated as three amalgamated decoders for the sake of performing
the three-stage decoding [24], while a certain number of iterations

1In Fig. 2, the reordering and interleaving operations are ignored for the
sake of simplifying our system architecture, which are straightforward to add.

is performed between the two decoders within each decoder pair to
generate the extrinsic information during the integrated three-stage
decoding process. Note that in our scenario, both the systematic part
vs,i and the parity partvp,i can be directly exploited by the RSC
decoder, while the three source decoders can only directly utilize the
deinterleaved systematic informationys,i.

Let us now continue by detailing the decoding process at the
receiver by assuming the following scenarios:

• The f th frame is being transmitted, which implies that the
(f − 1)th frame has already been received.

• H horizontal scanlines andV vertical scanlines of the current
frame have been received. This is equivalent to saying that a
(H × V )-line block of thef th frame has been received, which
is represented by the(H · V )-bit patternsvs,i/ys,i, vp,i.

Two different types of iterative decoding processes are invoked
at the receiver, namely the iterative decoding process within the
amalgamated three decoder pairs and the iterative decodingprocess
exchanging extrinsic information among the three integrated decoder
pairs. Below we now detail them separately.

1) Iterative Decoding within the Decoder Pairs:Again there
are three amalgamated decoder-pairs in Fig. 2, where the RSC
components accepta-priori information from the other two decoder-
pairs, while the source decoders are responsible for generating the
extrinsic information. The inner RSC-HSMD decoder pair of Fig.
2 performs decoding on a block of(H · V ) bit-patterns, namelyH
horizontal andV vertical scanlines. The RSC codec accepts both
the systematic informationvs,i and the parity informationvp,i of the
(H · V )-bit patterns, which are deinterleaved by the interleaverπ2 of
Fig. 2. The HSMD source decoder accepts the systematic information
ys,i as its input, which is deinterleaved fromvs,i by the interleaver
π1. For each decoding iteration within a specific decoder-pair, the
RSC decoder will take both the channel informationvi and thea-
priori informationJa of Fig. 2 as its input to generate the extrinsic
informationJr

e , which will be deinterleaved by interleaverπ1. Then
the deinterleaved extrinsic information will be reorderedby R1 to
generateH horizontal scanlines ofa-priori LLR information Jh

a ,
which can be exploited by the HSMD. Conversely, the extrinsic
information Je generated by the HSMD in the format of theH
horizontal scanlines will be reordered and deinterleaved for further
exploitation by the RSC, as a part of thea-priori information. Finally,
after a preset number of iterations exchanging extrinsic information
between the RSC and the HSMD, the extrinsic informationJe

generated by the HSMD will be output as the extrinsic information
of the inner decoder-pair as seen in Fig. 2. Similarly, the middle
RSC-VSMD decoder pair of Fig. 2 performs decoding on a block
of (H · V ) bit-patterns. However, reordering is employed for the
extrinsic information between the RSC and the VSMD. In contrast
to the inner and intermediate decoder pairs, the RSC of the outer
decoder pair of Fig. 2 performs decoding on a block of(H · V ) bit-
patterns, while the ISMD performs decoding onf -bit patterns, which
are from the same frame position off consecutive video frames.
Firstly, the RSC takes the extrinsic informationOa from the ISMD
and the intermediate decoder pair of Fig. 2 asa-priori information to
generate the extrinsic informationOr

e , which will be deinterleaved by
interleaverπ1 and reordered byR3. Then the reordered information
will be stored in the “frame buffer” of Fig. 2, which will output
H · V independent scanlines for thef consecutive frames. Each of
the scanlines carriesf -bit patterns, which obey a Markov process
and this is exploited by the ISMD in order to perform decoding.
Note thatf is a flexible system parameter, which depends on the
particular application. Specifically, for non-realtime video streaming
applications,f may be set to a higher number, which will induce
a maximal delay of(f − 1) video frames. However, for realtime
applications, only a more limited range of the previously received
frames may be utilized for decoding the current frame. Finally,
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after a certain number of iterative decoding iterations, the extrinsic
information generated by the ISMD will be output as the extrinsic
informationOe generated by this particular decoder-pair.

2) Iterative Decoding Exchanging Information Among Decoder
Pairs: When considering iterative decoding exchanging information
among the three decoder-pairs of Fig. 2, each source-channel decoder
pair will be treated as an amalgamated decoder. Generally, the extrin-
sic information exchange rules follow the three stage decoding rules
stated in [24]. The inner source-channel decoder iterations exploit the
intra-frame correlation within a video frame, while the outer decoder
exploits the inter-frame correlation. As seen in Fig. 2 there are two
inputs to the inner RSC-HSMD decoder pair, namely the channel
information vi and thea-priori information Ja = Je + Me, where
Me is the extrinsic information generated from the intermediate RSC-
VSMD decoder pair, whileJe is generated by the inner decoder-
pair itself. By contrast, thea-priori information forwarded to the
intermediate RSC-VSMD decoder pair can be expressed asMa =
Me+Je+Oe, whereOe is the extrinsic information generated from
the outer RSC-ISMD decoder pair. Similarly, the a-priori information
provided for the outer RSC-ISMD decoder-pair of Fig. 2 may be
expressed asOa = Oe+Me. Note that the extrinsic information must
be appropriately deinterleaved and reordered to be exploited as thea-
priori information by another decoder. However, in order to simplify
our discussions, we ignored this interleaver and reordering operation
in the above expressions. The finala-posteriori information may be
generated by a hard-decision at the output of the outer decoder-pair
of Fig. 2.

As a matter of fact, more extrinsic information may be gleaned
from any of the six decoders of Fig. 2. For example,Jr

e can also be
utilized by VSMD as part of thea-priori information. However, since
Mr

e generated by the RSC of the intermediate decoder pair may be
viewed as a more reliable version ofJr

e , Jer was excluded from the
a-priori information provided for the VSMD.

In the discussions of Section III-B.1 and Section III-B.2, anumber
of extrinsic information exchanges are involved, namelyJa, Je, Jr

e ,
Jh
a , Ma, Me, Mr

e , Mv
a , Oa, Oe, Or

e , Oi
a. Among them, we have

Jh
a = Jr

e , Mv
a = Mr

e andOi
a = Or

e , which are generated by the RSC
decoder [46]. The extrinsic information termsJe, Me and Oe are
generated by the horizontal, vertical and inter-frame model decoder,
respectively, whose extrinsic information derivation rule is given by
Eq. (7). After the first stage decoding, the relevanta-posterioriLLR
information L

[

xi (k) |y
t
s,0

]

is generated, which may be exploited
by either the bit-based MMSE or the bit-based MAP estimator for
estimating them-bit patternxi as well as for outputting the original
pixel ŝi at the parameter estimation stage, which may be formulated
as [3], [42]

• MAP estimator

x̂i = argmax
∀xi∈Xm

m−1
∏

k=0

p
[

xi(k)|y
t
0

]

; (8)

• MMSE estimator

x̂i =
m−1
∑

k=0

2k · p
[

xi(k) = 1|yt
0

]

. (9)

Finally, the original video source pixel̂si may be obtained from the
estimatedm-bit pattern x̂i by using the inverse operations of the
source encoder.

C. Parameter Training for Markov Processes

At the receiver, the first-order Markov process is utilized for
modelling the correlation within multiple video frames. However,
the Markov Model’s State Transition Table (MMSTT) must be ap-
propriately trained for the sake of reflecting the correlations inherent
in a specific video sequence. Let us now detail the training process

using a gray-scale video sequence. The same process may be readily
applied to color sequences. Let us commence by assuming thatthe
training video sequence containsf frames, each of which carries
(W ×H) m-bit pixels, whereW is the width andH is the height
of a figure. To train the MMSTT parameters for the horizontal and
the vertical Markov processes, we firstly initialize the(2m × 2m)-
element MMSTTT [0 : 2m − 1, 0 : 2m − 1] to zero values. Then we
scan all theH horizontal scanlines from left to right and theW
vertical scanlines from top to bottom in each frame of the training
video sequence. For all scanlines, when pixelsi−1 and pixelsi are
scanned, the corresponding elementT [si−1, si] in the MMSTT is
increased by 1. Finally, by normalizing the summation of allrows
in the MMSTT T [0 : 2m − 1, 0 : 2m − 1], the first-order Markov
transition probabilitiesp (sj |si) can be obtained, where we have
si,sj ∈ [0, 2m). Similarly, a total ofW · H scanlines along the
time axis constituted by the consecutive frames are used to train the
parameters of the inter-frame Markov processes. Each of thesequence
containsf pixels, which are from the same position off consecutive
video frames.

Hence there are two MMSTTs constructed after the training
process. They may be approximated by the Laplace distribution and
used at the receiver. The parameter training process employed in this
paper simply requires the evaluation, which is a low-complexity off-
line process. Alternatively, the correlation may be evaluated from
the stored previously transmitted video, which is more representative
of the signal transmitted. The same process may be invoked atthe
receiver, provided that error probability is low. Furthermore, as we
stated in the manuscript, the Markov transition table can bereadily
approximated using the analytical Laplace distribution. Hence, the
parameter training process does not increase the decoding time and
does not require a high signaling overhead. Alternatively,they may
be trained on a long and sufficiently diverse video sequence.In this
treatise, we do not focus on this issue in more depth. Note that
the accuracy of transition probability tables substantially affects the
performance of the system.

IV. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS

In this section, we will analyze the performance of our proposed
system introduced in Section III. Firstly, in Section IV-A we will
introduce the scenario considered in our experiments. Thenour EXIT-
chart analysis will be presented in Section IV-B, followed by a
couple of benchmarkers discussed in Section IV-C. Finally,we will
benchmark the performance of our system.

A. Scenario
Akiyo Foreman Coastguard

Representation YUV 4:2:0 YUV 4:2:0 YUV 4:2:0
Format QCIF QCIF QCIF
Bits Per Pixel 8 8 8
FPS 30 15 15
Number of Frames 30 30 30
Bitrate 524 kbps 1579 kbps 1924 kbps
“Natural” Code Rate 1/8.7 1/2.89 1/2.37

TABLE I
FEATURES OF THE VIDEO SEQUENCES, AKIYO , FOREMAN AND

COASTGUARD.

Generator of RSC [11,13,13,15] Modulation BPSK
Channel Code Rate 1/2 Pair Iteration 2
Channel Unc-Ray Inner Iteration 2

TABLE II
TABLE OF PARAMETERS EMPLOYED FOR EXPERIMENT.Unc-Ray STANDS

FOR UNCORRELATEDRAYLEIGH .

In this section, we present our experimental parameters used for
characterizing the convergence behavior of and benchmarking the
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proposed M3DISC-RSC scheme introduced in Section III. Three 30-
frame video sequences, Akiyo, Foreman and Coastguard, represented
in (176× 144)-pixel quarter common intermediate format (QCIF)
and 4:2:0 YUV representation are employed. Moreover, the iterative
intra-frame EC scheme of Fig. 2 operates on the basis of(8×8)-pixel
blocks. Each QCIF luminance frame is divided into(22×18) 8×8-
pixel blocks and each QCIF chroma frame is divided into(11 × 9)
8 × 8-pixel blocks. The uncompressed video bits are transmitted
through an uncorrelated non-dispersive Rayleigh channel using BPSK
modulation. We employ a RSC encoder having a rate ofR = 1/2 and
generator polynomials ofg1 = 1011, g2 = 1101, g3 = 1101, g4 =
1111, which are represented asG = [1, g2/g1, g3/g1, g4/g1], where
g1 is a feedback input andg2, g3, g4 are the feedforward outputs.
Moreover, the puncturing matrix[1 0; 0 1; 1 0; 0 1] is employed, where
the four rows correspond to the output of the systematic bit of the g2,
g3 andg4, respectively. For the 3D iterative decoding, two iterations
are employed for iterative decoding within each decoder-pair is
employed, as well as for the inner/intra-frame iterative information
exchange between decoder pairs. The parameters employed are listed
in Table I and Table II. The parameters of the first-order Markov
model MMSTTs were trained using the original video sequences
according to the process detailed in Section III-C, which are utilized
by the HSMD, VSMD and ISMD for improving the achievable error
resilience.

Shannon’s channel capacity theorem [1] was proposed for the
transmission of i.i.d source. Hence, to be in line with the channel
capacity theory, we have to consider the true entropy of the video
sequence, when calculating the energy efficiency per bit. More
explicitly, any redundancy inherent in the encoded sequence has to
be taken into account by shifting the BER vs the channel SNR per
bit curves, namely theEb/N0 curves to the right, regardless, whether
the redundancy is natural inherent source redundancy or whether it
was artificially imposed by channel coding. Similar to our previous
work [42], assuming that the total uncompressed size of a video
file is Sr bits and the entropy of this video source file isSe, we
might interpret the raw video file as being “naturally” losslessly
encoded from the lowest possible number ofSe i.i.d bits, to generate
an increased number ofSr bits, where the ’natural’ code rate is
r = Se/Sr

2. In our simulations theEb/N0 (dB) value is calculated as
Eb/N0 = 10 log10

EbSr

N0Se
. Since the true entropy of the video source

cannot be readily evaluated, as a tool, the near-lossless coding mode
of the H.264 codec [13], [25] was utilized for encoding the source
video for the sake of approximating its entropySe. The “natural”
code rates of the three video sequences used in our simulations are
listed in Table I. Quantitatively, we found that the “natural” code
rates (NCR) of the Akiyo, Foreman and Coastguard clips were1/8.7,
1/2.89 and 1/2.37, respectively for the scenario considered, which
corresponds to the maximum lossless compression ratios of 8.7, 2.89
and 2.37.

B. Three-Dimensional EXIT Charts

In this section, we characterize the convergence behavior of the
proposed M3DISC-RSC scheme introduced in Section III usingthe
Akiyo sequence. For the ISMD, we divide the 30 frames of Akiyo
into two f = 15-frame groups for decoding, which imposes a
maximal delay of(f − 1)/FPS = 933 millisecond (ms)3 in video
transmission.

For the sake of analyzing the iterative decoding convergence
of the M3DISC-RSC scheme seen in Fig. 2, each of the three

2We refer tor = Se/Sr as the ’natural’ code rate, because we interpret the
redundancy naturally inherent in the video source signal asbeing equivalent to
an identical-rate channel code and hence conceive a receiver, which is capable
of exploiting it.

3This delay of∼ 1 sec is unsuitable for lip-synchronized interactive video
applications. However in Section IV-E, we will optimize oursystem and
characterize its performance for reduced delays.

source-channel decoder-pairs is treated as an integrated decoder
component. Again, the channel informationvi can be exploited by
all of the three decoder-pairs. Hence all the EXIT functionsof
the inner, intermediate and outer decoder-pairs depend onEb/N0,
which can be expressed asI (Je) = fj

[

I
(

J̃e

)

, I (Me) , Eb/N0

]

,

I (Me) = fm
[

I (Je) , I
(

M̃e

)

, I (Oe) , Eb/N0

]

and I (Oe) =

fo
[

I (Me) , I
(

Õe

)

, Eb/N0

]

[43], [45], respectively. Furthermore,

J̃e, M̃e and Õe indicate the relevant extrinsic information pre-
viously generated by the inner, intermediate and outer decoder-
pairs, respectively. However, in order to draw the EXIT func-
tions in the three-dimensional (3D) space, we approximate the
EXIT functions as I (Je) = fj [0, I (Me) , Eb/N0], I (Me) =
fm [I (Je) , 0, I (Oe) , Eb/N0] and I (Oe) = fo [I (Me) , 0, Eb/N0]
in the simulations.
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Fig. 3. Three dimensional EXIT chart of the M3DISC-RSC, whencommu-
nicating over uncorrelated Rayleigh channel withEb/N0 of 5.4 dB.
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Fig. 4. Three dimensional EXIT chart of M3DISC-RSC, when communi-
cating over an uncorrelated Rayleigh channel atEb/N0 = 9.4 dB.

We present the 3D EXIT charts recorded at theEb/N0 values
of 5.4 dB and 9.4 dB, which are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4,
respectively. Observe from the figures that the inner and intermediate
decoders generate similar mutual information (MI) with theaid of
the samea-priori MI, which is due to the fact that the horizontal
and vertical scanlines carry similar amount of correlations. The outer
decoder generates substantially higher MI than the inner and the
middle decoders at the samea-priori MI, since a higher amount
of correlation is associated with the consecutive frames within a
intra-frame. Observe from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 that the three EXIT
surfaces intersect at the points (0.94,0.62,0.73) and (0.95,0.69,0.73),
respectively. Hence, the Monte-Carlo simulation based decoding
trajectory is unable to reach the point (1,1,1) at anEb/N0 of 5.4
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or 9.4 dB. However, we will demonstrate in Section IV-D that we
can still attain a high video quality atEb/N0 = 9.4 dB despite
having a non-negligible BER.

C. Benchmarkers

In order to provide sufficiently deep insights on the performance
of our proposed system, let us now describe the benchmarkers.

Firstly, we benchmark our M3DISC-RSC scheme against the RSC
aided uncompressed video transmission system, where no source
correlation is exploited at the receiver. We refer to this asRSC scheme
for simplicity.

Decoder

Horizontal
Scanline Model

Decoder

Vertical
Scanline Model

M3DISC

Frame
Buffer

π−1
1

Je

Decoder
Model

Interframe

L[xi(k)|y
t
s,0]

MeMa

Intraframe ISCD

Oe

Oa

ys,i

Ja v
s
,i

Fig. 5. Architecture of the M3DISC, where no-channel encoder is employed.

Then, to analyze the benefits of the RSC codec in the M3DISC-
RSC scheme, we will benchmark it against the M3DISC arrangement,
which is a non-channel-encoded version of the M3DISC-RSC regime.
The architecture of the M3DISC scheme is portrayed in Fig. 5.We
will also benchmark the performance recorded for the three video
sequences against that of the MMSE-based hard decoder (MMSE-
HD) [42], where no source correlation is exploited by the receiver.
As further benchmarkers, both the first-order Markov modeling based
SBSD (FOMM-SBSD) relying on a one-dimensional Markov process
is employed at the receiver and the IHVSM of [42] were also invoked.

π−1
ŝi

n

xisi
Lossless
H.264
Encoder

Lossless
H.264
Decoder

RSC
Encoder

x̂i RSC
Decoder

π

Fig. 6. Architecture of the Lossless-H.264-RSC system, where the H.264
codec operates in the near-lossless encoding mode.

Finally, the system employing the near-lossless H.264 codec of
Fig. 6 is invoked. Specifically, the H.264 codec [13] is configured
using the smallest quantization index. Furthermore, both predicted (P)
and bidirectional predicted (B) frames are enabled. More specifically,
the 30-frame sequences were encoded into an intra-coded frame (I),
followed by the periodically repeated PBBBBBBB frames. Again,
this enables the H.264 codec to generate a near-lossless video
bitstream. However, a delay of 8 frames delay was introducedby
the employment of B frames. As shown in Fig. 6, the SC codec
of the M3DISC-RSC scheme was utilized as our FEC codec for
protecting the losslessly encoded bitstream. We refer to this system
as the Lossless-H.264-RSC arrangement for simplicity. Note that the
Lossless-H.264-RSC system imposes a high complexity at thetrans-
mitter, but a low complexity at the receiver. By contrast, our system
imposes low complexity at the transmitter and a high complexity at
the receiver.

Finally, to show the beneficial effects of our proposed system, the
benchmark system of Fig. 7 was also considered. At the transmitter,
the original video signals are encoded by a Huffman code. Then the
compressed bitstream is encoded by the same RSC codec as that
employed by the M3DISC-RSC system. At the receiver, the three

π3

π−1
2

π2π1 π−1
3

π1

π−1
1

π2

Decoder
MRFPixel

Estimation

ŝi

si
n

v′iu′i

Le[si(k)]

v
i

Le[xi]La[xi]

La[si(k)]

xi x′i

La[xi]Le[xi]Le[si(k)]

La[si(k)]
L[si(k)|v

t
0]

Encoder Encoder
RSC

Decoder
VLC

Huffman

Decoder
RSC

Fig. 7. Architecture of the three-stage VLC-MRF-RSC system, where the
soft VLC decoder and RSC decoder consist the inner decoding stage.π1 is
a pixel-level interleaver [49].

decoders, namely the soft variable length codec (VLC) decoder [50],
the soft MRF decoder [15] and the RSC decoder, perform three-stage
decoding relying on joint source-channel decoding, where the MRF
decoder was proposed for exploiting the correlation among adjacent
pixels. In this system, the three Huffman codebooks (CB) designed
for the YUV components have to be signaled to the receiver by the
transmitter. Here we chose this system as a benchmarker, since this
system imposes similar complexity characteristics to those of our
system. We refer to this system as VLC-MRF-RSC for simplicity.

A brief comparison of all the benchmarking schemes is shown in
Table IV-C, where L-H.264-RSC represents the Lossless-H.264-RSC
scheme. The Row Col (Trans./Rec.) compares the complexity im-
posed at the transmitter and receiver, respectively, whilef represents
the number of buffered frames invoked for decoding.

D. Numerical Results

In this section, we present our simulation results for benchmarking
the scheme introduced in Section III using Akiyo, Foreman and
Coastguard sequences. We rely on two types of curves for character-
izing the attainable video quality, namely the PSNR versusEb/N0

curves and the bit error ratio (BER) versusEb/N0 curves. Since
the MMSE-based estimator outperforms the MAP-based estimator in
terms of the PSNR video quality [42], we only present the simulation
results, where the MMSE-based estimator is employed for pixel
estimation. Note that to avoid having infinite PSNR values when
a video frame is perfectly reconstructed, we artificially set the total
averaged mean squared error (MSE) value between the reconstructed
and the original frame to a minimum value of 1. This is justified, since
the same technique is employed in the H.264 reference software JM.
Hence the maximum unimpaired video PSNR that may be obtained
at the receiver is about 48.1 dB.

10
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B
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R

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
Eb/N0 (dB)

30-frame-Akiyo, FPS=15, QCIF

M3DISC-RSC-1 iteration
M3DISC-RSC-2 iteration
M3DISC-RSC-4 iteration

Fig. 8. BER vsEb/N0 for a Rayleigh channel, when the MMSE-based
pixel estimation is employed.

Firstly, we present the BER versusEb/N0 performance of the
M3DISC-RSC scheme of Fig. 2 in Fig. 8 using the Akiyo sequence
when tolerating a maximal delay of(f − 1)/FPS = 933 ms
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MMSE-HD RSC L-H.264-RSC FOMM-SBSD IHVSM M3DISC VLC-MRF-RSC M3DISC-RSC

Dimension 1 1 1 1 2 3 2 3
Bits Num to decode 8 10000 10000 64 512 512~f × 512 512 512~f × 512

Side Information None None None 1×MMSTT 1×MMSTT 2×MMSTT 3×CB 2×MMSTT
Code Rate NCR 1

2×NCR 1
2 NCR NCR NCR ( 12×NCR,12 ) 1

2×NCR
Delay (frames) 0 0 8 0 0 0~f − 1 0 0~f − 1

Col (Trans./Rec.) low/low low/low high/low low/high low/high low/high low/high low/high

TABLE III
COMPARISON OFM3DISC-RSCAND THE BENCHMARKERS: MMSE-HD [3], RSC, LOSSLESS-H.264-RSC, FOMM-SBSD [7], IHVSM [42],

M3DISC, VLC-MRF-RSC [15].
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Fig. 9. Y-PSNR vsEb/N0 for a Rayleigh channel when the MMSE is
employed for pixel estimation.

by setting f = 15, while the relevant Y-PSNR versusEb/N0

performance is displayed in Fig. 9. Observe from the two figures
that we can achieve a BER of about8 × 10−3 and a Y-PSNR of
about 40 dB at aEb/N0 of 8.4 dB using 4 iterations. Furthermore,
we observe in Fig. 9 that at aEb/N0 of 10.4 dB the M3DISC-RSC
using 4 iterations performs slightly worse than after a single iteration.
This may due to the fact that the parameters of Markov processes
trained using the Akiyo video sequence does not exactly match the
distribution of some of the blocks in specific frames, as exemplified
by the boundaries of objects, where the pixel values may change
drastically. Another reason for this phenomenon is that we employ
a short interleaver of only 512 bits, which cannot entirely prohibit
error propagation during the decoding process.
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IHVSM-1 iteration
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Fig. 10. BER comparison of M3DISC-RSC and the benchmarkers:
MMSE-HD [3], RSC, Lossless-H.264-RSC, FOMM-SBSD [7], IHVSM [42],
M3DISC, VLC-MRF-RSC [15]. Akiyo sequence.

Let us now present our performance comparison of the M3DISC-
RSC scheme with a delay of(f − 1) = 14 frames and contrast it to
the benchmarks, whereIouter = 1 (outer) iteration is employed for
all schemes. Since the BER metric is less relevant than the PSNR
metric in reflecting the perceptual video quality, here we present the

BER vsEb/N0 curves in Fig. 10 only for the Akiyo sequence. More
specifically,Iinner = 1 inner iteration is employed for the M3DISC,
since it outperforms the ones with more iterations [42]. Observe in
Fig. 10 that at a BER of5 × 10−3, the M3DISC-RSC scheme of
Fig. 2 outperforms the IHVSM, FOMM-SBSD and VLC-MRF-RSC
schemes by about 14.7 dB, 17.1 dB and 3.5 dB, respectively, while
the M3DISC scheme achieves a power reduction of 7.5 dB compared
to the IHVSM. Even though the Lossless-H.264-RSC achieves the
best BER performance, its bits are extremely sensitive to bit errors.
Moreover, the PSNR vsEb/N0 curves are recorded in Fig. 11 for the
Akiyo, Foreman and Coastguard sequences. As seen in Fig. 11 for the
Akiyo sequence at a Y-PSNR of 46 dB4, the M3DISC-RSC scheme
outperforms the IHVSM, FOMM-SBSD, Lossless-H.264-RSC and
VLC-MRF-RSC arrangements by about 12.4 dB, 14.8 dB, 3 dB and
5.1 dB in terms of the required transmission power, respectively,
while the M3DISC scheme attains a power reduction of 8.6 dB
compared to the IHVSM. In other words, the M3DISC-RSC scheme
outperforms the IHVSM, FOMM-SBSD, Lossless-H.264-RSC and
VLC-MRF-RSC arrangements in terms of its reconstructed video
quality by 12.9 dB, 15 dB, more than 20 dB and more than 20 dB of
Y-PSNR at anEb/N0 level of 9.4 dB, respectively. Viewing Fig. 11
from a different perspective, we observe for the Foreman sequence,
that at a Y-PSNR of 46 dB, the M3DISC-RSC scheme outperforms
the IHVSM, FOMM-SBSD, Lossless-H.264-RSC and VLC-MRF-
RSC arrangements by about 11.8 dB, 14.8 dB, 6.7 dB and 3.4 dB
in terms of the required transmission power, respectively,while the
M3DISC scheme achieves a power reduction of 3 dB compared to
the IHVSM. In other words, it becomes explicit from Fig. 11 that the
M3DISC-RSC scheme attains a Y-PSNR improvement of about 13.4
dB and 17.2 dB at aEb/N0 of 7.5 dB compared to the IHVSM and
the FOMM-SBSD, respectively. As seen in Fig. 11 for the Coastguard
sequence, when considering a Y-PSNR of 46 dB, the M3DISC-RSC
scheme achieves a power reduction of about 13.2 dB, 7.8 dB and3.3
dB compared to the IHVSM, the Lossless-H.264-RSC and the VLC-
MRF-RSC, while the M3DISC scheme outperforms the IHVSM by
about 3.1 dB. Alternatively, Fig. 11 suggests that the M3DISC-RSC
scheme outperforms the IHVSM and the FOMM-SBSD by about 14
dB and 15.2 dB in terms of the attainable Y-PSNR at anEb/N0 of
7.5 dB, respectively.

From the above discussions, we may conclude that our pro-
posed M3DISC-RSC system substantially outperforms the IHVSM,
FOMM-SBSD, Lossless-H.264-RSC and VLC-MRF-RSC schemes
in terms of the Y-PSNR video quality achieved. Even though
the Lossless-H.264-RSC has the best BER performance, its error-
sensitive bits reduce the robustness of the streamed video signals.
Furthermore, according to the Y-PSNR results of Fig. 11, we may
attain an improved power reduction by employing the M3DISC-
RSC scheme for the video sequences exhibiting dynamic motions
compared to the Lossless-H.264-RSC system, since the Lossless-
H.264 codec susbtantially reduces the robustness of the system while
only achieving a modest compression ratio.

A subjective comparison of the decoded Akiyo sequence at
Eb/N0 = 9.4 dB is displayed in Fig. 12, whereIouter = 1 iteration

4Here we are interested in this high video quality, since thistreatise
considers the quality-sensitive applications.
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Fig. 11. Reconstructed video quality of M3DISC-RSC and of the benchmark-
ers: MMSE-HD [3], RSC, Lossless-H.264-RSC, FOMM-SBSD [7],IHVSM
[42], M3DISC, VLC-MRF-RSC [15]. Akiyo, Foreman and Coastguard se-
quences.

is employed for all the benchmarkers. Observe from Fig. 12 that the
proposed M3DISC-RSC scheme is capable of recovering the error-
infested video substantially better than the benchmarkers.

E. System Optimization

In this section, we characterize the M3DISC-RSC scheme as-
sociated with different delays using the Akiyo sequence. Inthe
simulations of Section IV-D, we always bufferedf frames for joint
decoding, which induces a delay of(f − 1) frames. However, in
practical scenarios, we may buffer a reduced number ofd+1 (≤ f)
frames and utilize the preceding(f − d− 1) frames previously
reconstructed at the receiver. In this case, we can perform decoding
using f frames, which consist of(d+ 1) newly buffered softbit
frames and(f − d− 1) reconstructed hardbit frames. Correspond-
ingly, we impose a delay ofd frames. The PSNR vsEb/N0 curves
usingf = 15 and variable value ofd is shown in Fig. 13. Observe

Fig. 12. A frame comparison of the decoded Akiyo sequence atEb/N0 =
9.4 dB. The frames are reconstructed by MMSE-HD [3], RSC, Lossless-
H.264-RSC, FOMM-SBSD [7], IHVSM [42], M3DISC, VLC-MRF-RSC[15],
M3DISC-RSC, respectively.
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Fig. 13. Performance of M3DISC-RSC with different delay tolerance, where
d represents the delay expressed in terms of number of frames.

that only a moderate gain of aboutEb/N0 = 1 dB can be achieved
upon increasing the delay fromd = 0 to 14 frames, which suggests
that we may decrease the delay of our system by appropriatelytuning
the decoder at an acceptable PSNR performance degradation.
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Fig. 14. Performance of M3DISC-RSC with different block size and
constantf = 15, where8 × 8, 22 × 18 etc. represent size of block. The
performance of RSC, Lossless-H.264-RSC and VLC-MRF-RSC are included
for benchmarking.

Again, our system operates on a block-by-block basis. In Section
IV-D, a constant block size of(8× 8)-pixels was employed. Below,
we present the performance of the M3DISC-RSC scheme configured
for variable block sizes, ranging from(8× 8) to (88× 72) , using
f = 15, as well as different number of iterations. The corresponding
PSNR vsEb/N0 performance is displayed in Fig. 14 using the Akiyo
sequence, where the system’s performance substantially improved
upon increasing the size of the block. This may be attributedto the
fact that both the source decoders and the RSC decoder may benefit
from increasing the length of the interleavers.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed the first-order Markov process aided
three-dimensional iterative source-channel decoding concept relying
on an RSC codec for uncompressed video transmissions, whereboth
the horizontal and vertical intra-frame correlations as well as the inter-
frame correlations were exploited by relying on first-orderMarkov
processes. The proposed technique is capable of exploitingboth the
intra-frame and inter-frame correlations for iterative source-channel
decoding. Furthermore, a single RSC codec was combined withthree
independent source decoders for forming three decoder-pairs, for
three-stage decoding, where the RSC was utilized for improving
the source decoder’s convergence behavior. Our simulationresults
demonstrated that the proposed M3DISC-RSC scheme may facili-
tate a substantial power reduction compared to the benchmarkers,
including the IHVSM scheme, the Lossless-H.264-RSC systemand
the VLC-MRF-RSC system.

Our future work will focus on iterative decoding exchanging
extrinsic information among the source decoder and channeldecoder
in a stereoscopic video context.
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